DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
2012 GRADUATE CANDIDATES & FACULTY AWARDS

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE CANDIDATES

OUTSTANDING BACCALAUREATE CANDIDATE IN MATHEMATICS
JOHN LUKE WAYNELOVICH
B.S. MATHEMATICS, EMPHASIS IN SCIENCE

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS
DIANA DEMETRA PHAN LE
B.S. MATHEMATICS, EMPHASIS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN STATISTICS
BENJAMIN GILBERT ASLESON
B.S. STATISTICS, EMPHASIS ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
NERMIN HAMAWANDI
B.A. MATHEMATICS, SINGLE SUBJECT TEACHING CREDENTIAL

MASTER CANDIDATES

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN STATISTICS
EDWARD HUGH MURPHY
M.S. STATISTICS

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN BIOSTATISTICS
MARVIN CHRIS JAVIER
M.S. STATISTICS, CONCENTRATION BIOSTATISTICS

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
EMILIE CATHERINE DESHON
M.A. TEACHING SERVICE IN MATHEMATICS

FACULTY Awardees

MOST INFLUENTIAL FACULTY IN MATHEMATICS
DR. PETER SALAMON
SELECTED BY JOHN LUKE WAYNELOVICH

FACULTY APPRECIATION IN MATHEMATICS
DR. DAVID LESLEY
UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS ADVISOR

MOST INFLUENTIAL FACULTY IN LIBERAL STUDIES
DR. JANET BOWERS
MATS ACADEMIC ADVISOR

MORTAR BOARD OUTSTANDING FACULTY & STAFF AWARD
DR. JANET BOWERS
MATS ACADEMIC ADVISOR

FAVORITE FACULTY AWARD
COREY MANCHESTER, MATHEMATICS LECTURER
KAMERYN DENARO, MATHEMATICS GTA